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Red Lion Casino started its activities in 2015. Favorable bonus offers and a wide range of entertainment played an important role in forming a positive reputation of the site.

About Red Lion Casino



Red Lion Casino is owned by the company Skylod Limited. The operator is Side Net B.V., acting under a Curacao license. For more than 5 years online Red Lion Casino has undergone several changes in design and content. Now the design of the site is sustained in dark tones.

On the main page are colorful banners with the latest promotions and tournaments, which duplicate the main menu items. There is also a link to a page with all the games and a button to call the online chat window to contact support. In the upper right corner of the screen are buttons that can be used to register and log on to the official site. On the main page function is implemented sorting slot machines by category, manufacturer and search by name.

Software and slot machines

Red Lion Casino on the official site you can play more than 2,700 machines from 40 well-known manufacturers. On the portal slots from Microgaming, NetEnt and other providers with worldwide recognition. Machines can be sorted by manufacturer. On a separate page gathered slots with progressive jackpots. Also in the list of titles on some games are marked “Top”, “New” and “Jackpot”.

Each machine has a demo, through which visitors can play for free in the slot machines in order to assess the rules, the plot and features of the game machine.

Together with the provider Playson casino holds a campaign “Jackpot every day”. Spinning drums slot machines with rates of 1 pound, users increase their chances of large cash prizes. Jackpots in Playson machines are played in the casino on a daily basis.

Live dealer games


Live Casino features more than 140 live dealer games from developers Evolution Gaming and Ezugi. The entertainment is divided into several categories: blackjack, roulette, baccarat, bingo and poker. Also here you can find scratch, sic-bo and craps. There is no separate section with live dealers, all the tiles are on the table games page.

Bonuses and promo codes

The official site of Red Lion Casino offers customers the bonus funds for deposits, as well as weekly cashback and individual bonuses for subscribers of the Telegram-channel. The casino rules specify the terms of the no deposit bonus, but at the moment this special offer is invalid.

Welcome package. The first five deposits allow you to receive bonuses up to a total of £3,000. You must make a deposit of at least £5 for the first bonus, and £10 for the rest.

A player can collect the first deposit bonus within 20 minutes after registration. Wagering incentives can only be in slots, bets in card games and roulette do not count. Names of machines, in which it is also impossible to win back the bonus, are listed in the rules.

Bonuses for holidays. Subscribers of the Telegram channel receive gifts on holidays. Amount and conditions of the bonus are individual, to learn more about incentives you can subscribe to the channel and newsletter specials from the casino.

Other Red Lion Casino products

In addition to video slots, the range of entertainment includes roulette, video poker, baccarat and blackjack. They are collected in the “Table” category, which has no additional division. The choice of titles on this page is small, so it is quite easy to orient yourself and find a suitable game.

The casino constantly offers players to take part in tournaments and win money or free spins. Tournaments are held on certain machines with a minimum bet. The winner is determined by the sum of the bets.

Red Lion Casino Mobile version

The mobile version of the casino is available to users without downloading the application. It fully replicates the functionality of the main site, adapts to the size of any screen, and works without interruption. There is no possibility to download Red Lion Casino client to play on PC.

All demo slots and bonus offers are available on smartphones and tablets. It is also convenient to deposit and withdraw winnings from your cell phone. Hot buttons for calling technical support, going to “Cashier” and “Tournaments” sections, as well as the list of all games are at the bottom of the screen.

Registration

Quick registration through social networks on the site is not provided, but the standard one takes a few seconds. The client will be given two ways to create an account:

	Through e-mail;
	By phone number.


In both cases only two fields need to be filled in: email or phone number and password. After that, you need to confirm their agreement with the rules and click “Register”. Then you can play slot machines in Red Lion Casino for money. All other personal information must be independently entered in the profile.

Verification is mandatory for all players. To verify identity, you must send a scanned copy of your passport or driver’s license, also require the card number from which the deposit was made.

Customer Service

To call the support team, click on the “Support” icon at the top of the screen.

If the client chooses to communicate via chat, when you open it, a welcome inscription appears offering a choice between the two options: Verification or Operator Communication. Choosing the first option, the player gets into a chat with a bot, which will explain why identification is needed and how to pass it quickly. At any time you can click on the icon to contact the operator and get the necessary answers to questions from the consultant.

Loyalty Program

The casino has a loyalty program with an interesting status system. Players get new rewards at each of the 10 levels, you can follow the status changes in your personal cabinet.

Winnings from freespins are wagered with the wager x45. Starting with the 4 status called Spinracer, the casino administration offers players individual bonuses. Thanks to the generous gifts, the client gets to play free slots at Red Lion Casino without investing their own money.

Accumulation of points takes place only in video slots. Bets in table games are not counted. There are also exceptions for slot machines, which are described in the rules. For every £1 wager a user receives 1 point. As the points accumulate, the status changes and rewards increase.

Cashback. Refunds are made daily. To calculate the cashback, all lost deposits are taken into account. Minimal size of the bonus is 1 pound. Wagering Wager for cashback is x15. Please note that when applying for withdrawal the un-won cashback is deleted.

Performing different actions on the site, players receive trophies. They are located in the relevant section of myAlpari. Rewards are given for making deposits, visiting the casino 5 days in a row, the accumulation of a certain number of status points and other actions. Trophies do not bring players cash gifts or other bonuses. The system of achievements is intended solely for the emotional motivation of users.

Pros and cons

The site has a user-friendly interface and a large number of gambling games. An obvious plus is the presence of tournaments with large prizes, a well-thought-out system of statuses and daily cashback payments.

Advantages

	Welcome bonuses on the first 4 deposits
	games collection includes more than 2700 entertainments
	minimum deposit only £1
	Loyalty program with prizes
	12% daily cashback


Disadvantages

	no registration through social networks
	obligatory verification for all players
	replenishment fee
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